
Why should I use Healthcare Bluebook?

You might be paying up to 500% too much for healthcare.* You could also be visiting 

low-quality providers. But how would you know?

Your employer has given you access to a powerful cost and quality transparency tool 

called Healthcare Bluebook. Bluebook ranks local providers by cost and quality with an 

easy-to-read color system to help you get quality care without overpaying. You can

even earn cash-back rewards on select procedures!

 Find Great Quality.
 Get Better Prices.

TRANSPARENT COSTS TRANSPARENT QUALITY

Save money.
By comparing what local providers charge for a specific procedure, you can make sure you’re not 
paying more than you should.

Get quality care.
By checking the quality ranking of local providers for a specific procedure, you’ll know you’re in 
good hands.

Access from anywhere.
You can access Bluebook on your computer or via phone or tablet so you can shop from  
anywhere at any time.

Earn cash-back.
You can earn cash-back rewards on select procedures. Just go to a green cost provider to
earn back some green!
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Expect more. Benefit more.

SERVICE VALUE FLEXIBILITY EXPERTISE ENGAGEMENT

Getting Started

1. Log in to www.mycoresource.com.

2.  Click the Healthcare Bluebook link in  
the My Links section.

3.  Start shopping! You can search by procedure, 
doctor, or hospital.

And don’t forget to download the free Bluebook mobile app from the App Store or Google Play.

 Price Ratings1

Shopping for Cost & Quality

 Quality Ratings2

Bluebook shows you the Fair Price, as well as the price range 
in your area. Prices can vary by thousands of dollars, so make 
sure to pick a provider with a green circle. And keep an eye 
out for those Go Green to Get Green cash-back rewards!
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Bluebook ranks hospitals nationwide by their quality across 
dozens of clinical categories.

DON’T FORGET!

Many doctors can perform procedures at multiple 
hospitals. Keep the doctor you trust, but have him or her 
perform procedures in a highly-ranked, cost-effective 
hospital. Don’t be afraid to ask!
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*Healthcare Bluebook 2015 ShopSmart Services Portfolio. Healthcare Bluebook is not an affiliate of CoreSource, Inc.

Go Green to Get Green
You are eligible to earn a reward for this service  

by using a Bluebook Fair Price provider.

$100
Reward


